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Abstract 

Gamification is an active methodology that involves using game elements in a non-game situation. Gamification has 

shown to increase motivation and learning in different types of academic students; however, the educational literature 

shows inconclusive findings. The aim of this meta-analysis is to analyse the effects of gamification on motivation and 

academic performance in an educational context. Sixteen interventions carried out between January 2010 and the end of 

January 2022 were retrieved from the databases and included in this meta-analysis. One study was carried out in Primary 

school, three in Secondary school, and twelve in universities. Four papers analysed the effects on motivation, five on 

academic performance and seven on both. Results showed that gamification could increase the motivation (SMD = 0.51; 

95% CI [0.29, 0.73]; I2 59%; p < 0.00001) and academic performance (SMD = 0.89; 95% CI [0.45, 1.32]; I2 90%; p < 

0.0001) in all the educational stages. The implications of including gamification programmes in the educational context 

are discussed.  
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1. Introduction 

Active methodologies have appeared as a potential strategy of learning in the 21st century (Niemi, Nevgi and Aksit, 

2016; Segura-Robles, Parra-González, and Gallardo-Vigil 2020b). Among them, gamification has become considerably 

popular during the last decade (Dichev and Dicheva 2017). Gamification is an educational active methodology which 

uses elements, designs, mechanics and rewards from games or videogames, adapted to a non-game environment such as 

the educational context (Kapp 2012). This strategy has been previously used successfully in many companies to 

increase employee performance and consumer engagement (Domínguez et al. 2013). During gamified dynamic, there 

are stories, avatars, groups/team of characters, or challenges to achieve points or badges, to level up or to reach some 

objective, and advance in the adventure (Sailer and Homner 2020). A main characteristic of this methodology is that 

provides narrative features or presents a game world, which includes elements of fantasy (Melero-Cañas, 

Morales-Baños, Manzano-Sánchez, Navarro-Ardoy, and Valero-Valenzuela 2021). Marczewski (2013) indicated that 

gamified intervention should take in account four important motivational components: Conection whith peers in a social 

context, autonomy in order to can take decisions, improvement through the process to raise the level, and the purpose 

why it is required the intervention. Werbach and Hunter (2012), and Dichev and Dicheva (2017) mentioned three 

categories as part of the gamified structure, which are composed by:  

(a) Dynamics: it contains a powerful narrative based on a common topic in order to achieve a complete goal. The 

dynamic must have an appropriate progression, emotions, limits, and social relationships.  

(b) Mechanics: it embraces the elements that make the action progress, such as rules, challenges, cooperation, 

competition, rewards, or feedback before, during or after the intervention to know the efficacy, points or rewards of 

each task. For example, the challenges can be proposed across individual or group task with different levels of difficulty, 

inside or outside the school. 

(c) Components: it includes avatars, achievements, points, badges, leaderboards, or levels. For example, the points 

(components) provide rewards (mechanics) and generate a progression (dynamics).  

Educational gamification engages participants, motivates action and promotes learning, with its subsequent effect on the 
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academic performance (Sailer and Homner 2020). Effective learning mechanisms based on gamification may appear in 

theories such as self-determination, which shows three types of motivation: intrinsic motivation (inherent to the person), 

extrinsic motivation (encouraged from outside the person), and amotivation (absence of motivation) (Ryan and Deci 

2017). Motivation is a key variable for success in school, and it is based on the psychological needs for autonomy, 

competence and social relationships (Ryan and Deci 2002). In addition, novelty has been suggested as a fourth need, 

and it is defined as the proclivity to engage in interesting activities (González-Cutre et al. 2016). In this sense, teachers 

must incorporate novel pedagogical approaches such as gamification into their classes that can meet the needs of 

individual students and maintain their motivation in a short-long term (Fernández-Río, de las Heras, González, Trillo, 

and Palomares 2020). The satisfaction of these needs is essential to intrinsic motivation and, consequently, to learning 

(Deci and Ryan 2000). The intrinsic motivation denotes the highest position of self-determined motivation, and has 

been related to numerous positive results in educational contexts, such as increased concentration or engagement in 

class (Ceccini, et al. 2020; Fernández-Río et al. 2020). Self-determination theory has already been effectively applied in 

gamified situations, increasing the motivation (Fernández-Río et al. 2020). Consequently, improvements in motivation 

usually lead to improvements in academic performance (Ryan and Deci 2002).  

Academic performance is the main variable related to success in the educational context, and is usually measured with 

academic scores in the different subjects (Tomporowski, Davis, Miller and Naglieri 2008). To this successful 

achievement, cognitive performance is important to adjust and process data, mainly perceptual data; it is a wide concept 

that includes psychological ability affected by the executive functions (planning, inhibitory control or memory). These 

factors, together with the motivation or behaviour, are important for the general academic performance (Ruiz-Ariza, 

Grao-Cruces, Loureiro and Martínez-López 2017). Several studies over the last decade, have associated the use of 

gamification with a better academic performance (Charles et al. 2011; Frącz 2015; Chen, Huang, Gribbins, and Swan 

2018; Wichadee and Pattanapichet, 2018; Ortiz-Rojas, Chiluiza, and Valcke, 2019; Alharti, 2020; Jiménez-Hernández, 

Oktaba, Díaz‐Barriga, and Piattini, 2020). However, this relationship is inconsistent (De Marcos, Domínguez, 

Saenz-de-Navarrete, and Pagés, 2014; Domínguez et al. 2013; Hanus and Fox 2015).  

Previous investigations that attempted to synthesize the effects of gamification on motivation and learning outcomes, 

have performed it almost exclusively with review designs as bibliographical mapping or systematic reviews. These 

previous reviews have examined the associations between gamification and motivation and academic performance, with 

inconclusive results (Dichev and Dicheva 2017; Hamari, Koivisto, and Sarsa 2014; Seaborn and Fels 2015). The results 

of these reviews were attributed to differences in gamification contexts and participant features. Besides, the proposals 

of gamification are varied and the concepts of motivation or academic performance are broad and encompass a 

multitude of aspects (González-Cutre et al. 2016; Ryan and Deci 2017; Tomporowski et al. 2008). A first novel 

meta-analysis identified that gamification showed a positive medium-sized correlation with learning results in 

educational context (r = .31). The learning results were referred almost totally to motivational measures, with the 

exception of one study that researched knowledge retention (Garland 2015). More recently, other meta-analysis has also 

analysed the effects of gamification on learning or academic performance with mild positive results (Bai, Hew, and 

Huang 2020; Sailer and Homner 2020; Yıldırım and Şen 2020). Dichev and Dicheva (2017) also highlight the need for 

more in-depth studies to analyse which rigorously tested approaches can confirm the educational benefits of 

gamification, in order to recognize gamified learning as an instructional approach.  

In summary, we are not aware of any meta-analysis that have analysed the specific effects of gamification on motivation 

and academic performance together, during several educational stages (from primary school to university). Hence the 

research question that guided this research was: Does gamification improve motivation and academic performance in 

educational context? The aim was to carry out a meta-analysis to analyse the effects of gamification on motivation and 

academic performance in educational context. This investigation may reinforce previous reviews and meta-analysis and 

help to raise awareness about the importance of increasing the use of active methodologies as gamification during 

didactical proposals. Finally, results are discussed in depth showing gamified proposal and practical implications 

from/for educators. 

2. Method 

2.1 Selecting Studies 

The main priority when selecting publications was to maximize the sensitivity of the search. To this end, we established 

inclusion and exclusion criteria, which allowed us to include those studies that met the desirable study characteristics. 

Table 1 shows the selection criteria used in this meta-analysis. 
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Table 1. Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria 

Inclusion criteria Exclusion Criteria 

 Thematic adequacy. 
 Experimental and quasi-experimental design 

studies with Control Group (CG) and 
Experimental Group (EG). 

 Experimental designs with Post-test. 
 Studies that analyse performance or motivation 

outcomes. 
 Studies focused on any educational stage. 
 Research published between 2010-2021. 

 Not meeting inclusion criteria. 
 Studies that do not analyse 

performance or motivation 
outcomes. 

 Studies that do not contain mean 
(M), standard deviation (SD) data. 

 Studies without CG. 

In order to ensure that our study complied with an inclusive approach to literature searching, we included both 

published and unpublished studies in order to have the opportunity to consider the grey literature (Conn, Valentine, 

Cooper and Rantz, 2003).  

The keywords used were "gamification", "academic performance" and "motivation". In addition, terms such as 

"gamif*" were included in order to include derivatives of this term. The databases in which the search was carried out 

were: Web of Science (WoS), SCOPUS, Educational Research Information Centre (ERIC), PubMed, ScienceDirect and 

SpringerLink. Moreover, we carried out a complementary search in Google Scholar to maximise our bibliographic 

search in order to complete the process of selecting publications. 

The bibliographical search yielded a total of 648 studies which was reduced to 242 after applying filters such as: studies 

published in the last decade and studies in English or Spanish. These studies were subjected to an inclusion process 

consisting of a series of phases. Firstly, articles that met the proposed thematic adequacy of this meta-analysis were 

examined through the title and abstract. After this first analysis, repeated articles (79) were eliminated, as well as studies 

that did not really analyse the effect of gamification on student motivation or performance (56). This initial process 

reduced the number of initial papers to 107. Subsequently, several rounds of meticulous screening were established, in 

which several of the members of this study reviewed this initial group of studies and selected those that met the pre-set 

inclusion criteria. In this case, a large number of articles were eliminated for various reasons such as not being 

experimental or quasi-experimental designs with a control group (42), not showing values relative to the mean (M) or 

standard deviation (SD) (28) or using gamification as a complementary intervention to another main intervention (13). 

Finally, a first complete and thorough reading of the papers for false positives was carried out (Codina 2018), which led 

us to discard another 8 articles. 

Once the documents had been selected, another complementary literature search process was carried out. In this case, 

the reference list of the included studies was examined. However, no articles were found that could be integrated due to 

their characteristics and thematic suitability. Thus, after these screening phases, 16 studies were finally considered for 

meta-analysis (Figure 1). 

Figure 1. PRISMA’s flow chart 
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3.2 Selection of Studies 

Once the final group of studies had been selected, a phase of data extraction and coding was carried out. This phase 

consisted of extracting the relevant information from each of the publications included in this study. This required the 

retrieval of the full PDF. The coding of these studies was carried out by two independent researchers. The coding was 

satisfactory, showing an agreement of κ = .81. Where discrepancies occurred, they were resolved by mutual agreement. 

In the case of disagreement between the two researchers, the lead author of the research was consulted. This author was 

responsible for the overall review of the coding of each publication to ensure accuracy in this process. Furthermore, in 

order to ensure maximum reliability of the coding process, the statistical data were coded twice. 

The following characteristics were extracted from each study for both control (CG) and experimental group (EG): (1) 

sample size (n); (2) outcomes; (3) M and (4) SD. Baseline and general characteristics included the effects of 

gamification on students as the main intervention. In addition, outcome data included: effects on motivation and 

academic performance. All study data were extracted in an Excel spreadsheet (Microsoft, Seattle, USA). 

Table 2 shows the information on the sample sizes of each research, the mean and standard deviation of each of the 

dependent variables analysed (motivation and academic performance) in the studies. 

Table 2. Correlation of each study with the analysed variables 

Author (year) 

 Motivation Academic Performance 

Group N M SD M SD 

Alharti (2020) 
EG 20   50.64 9.35 
CG 16   41.2 6.22 

Bernik et al. (2015) 
EG 28   20.89 5.78 
CG 27   15.3 4.5 

Chen et al. (2018) 
EG 44   272.4 8.91 
CG 36   251.44 10.56 

Chen and Chiu (2016) 
EG 28   41.66 9.48 
CG 30   34.81 12.19 

Dziob (2020a) 
EG 37   58.44 12.44 
CG 36   50.67 11.57 

Dziob (2020b) 
EG 31   67.76 15.38 
CG 26   57.65 15.72 

Ferriz-Valero et al. (2020) 
EG 62 17.06 1.9   
CG 65 16.75 2.3   

Frącz (2015) 
EG 31   10.84 4.13 
CG 39   9.76 3.66 

Frost et al. (2015) 
EG 41 4.767 1.8972 79.79 8.874 
CG 39 4.646 1.6868 76.96 11.665 

Jiménez-Hernández et al. 
(2020) 

EG 31 4.05 0.57 80.00 13.66 
CG 31 3.65 0.64 70.00 20.49 

Khaleel et al. (2019) 
EG 30   28.6 1.1 
CG 30   19.23 3.16 

Ortiz-Rojas et al. (2019) 
EG 55 5.13 1.15 11.58 2.44 
CG 34 4.78 1.47 8.88 2.95 

Pozo et al. (2020) 
EG 30 3.4 0.92   
CG 30 2.87 1.02   

Segura-Robles et al. 
(2020a) 

EG 32 3.25 0.56   
CG 32 2.36 0.715   

Standsbury and Earnest 
(2017) 

EG 49 4.34 0.48   
CG 44 4.05 0.46   

Su (2016a) 
EG 34 4.0882 0.885 82.94 10.009 
CG 34 3.1882 1.325 72.2 8.128 

Su (2016b) 
EG 34 3.8118 1.051 73.24 8.518 
CG 34 3.1882 1.325 72.2 8.128 

Wichadee and 
Pattanapichet (2018) 

EG 38 3.42 0.44 12.63 3.37 

CG 39 3.02 0.66 14.15 2.23 

2.3 Statistical Analysis 

The software used to perform the statistical analysis was Review Manager (Revman) version 5.3. The extracted 

statistics are described as M, SD and 95% confidence intervals (CI). Thus, to compare the effects of gamification 
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between the experimental group and the control group, the number of participants, M and SD were used to calculate the 

standardised mean difference (SMD). SMD was used as the measure of analysis because most of the selected studies 

assess the same outcomes, but they were measured differently. 

A fixed effect would be used if the studies were homogeneous. However, random effect was applied in case 

heterogeneity was detected. In studies where the random effect was applied and did not resolve heterogeneity, a 

sensitivity analysis was used as a next step. In addition, Cohen's principle was used to define the magnitude of SMD: 

<0.2 indicates a trivial magnitude; between 0.2 and 0.5 indicates a trivial magnitude; 0.5 and 0.8 indicates a moderate 

magnitude; >0.8 indicates a large magnitude (Cohen 1988). 

The I2 measure was analysed as a statistical marker to avoid possible errors when applying the Q-statistic to measure 

heterogeneity. I2 values are represented between 0 % and 100 %: (1) small inconsistency and heterogeneity between 

25-50; medium heterogeneity is between 50-75; high heterogeneity when the percentage is greater than 75 % (Higgins 

et al. 2008). Finally, the main analysis tools used were the forest plot and funnel plot for a better imaging of data (Chen 

et al. 2018; Gillette et al. 2018). 

3. Results 

In this section, the 16 articles included in the meta-analysis will be analysed. First, a general description of the 

characteristics of the studies (time course, research designs and samples) will be presented. Then, the results extracted 

from the meta-analysis will be analysed and interpreted. 

3.1 General Description of the Studies 

Most of the studies selected for the meta-analysis were published between 2015 and 2020, although the literature search 

focused on the last 10 years. In this five-year period (2015-2020), a steady pace is observed in the number of publications, 

reaching a maximum of six studies in the last year. In this sense, while 62.5% (n=10) of the total production corresponds 

to the first years (2015/2019), only 2020 accounts for 37.5% of the production generated. 

The most commonly used methodological designs were quasi-experimental with CG and EG with pre-test and post-test 

(25 %); and experimental with CG and EG with pre-test and post-test (25 %). Other designs used in the studies are the 

quasi-experimental with CG and EG only post-test (18.75 %); the experimental with CG and EG only post-test (18.75 %); 

and the quasi-experimental with a non-equivalent control group design with pre-test and post-test (12.5 %). Finally, we 

also found two other studies with quasi-experimental designs with more than one CG or EG (Su, 2016; Dziob, 2020). In 

the meta-analysis, all possible alternatives for comparison between the groups in these studies have been considered and 

are reflected in the forest plot as Dziob (2020a), Dziob (2020b), Su (2016a) and Su (2016b). 

In short, research has focused on comparing the results obtained by groups to which no intervention was applied (CG) 

with those to which it was applied (EG). The intervention used in these studies consisted of the use of different forms of 

gamification. In this sense, there is a clear predominance in the use of applications or digital media as the main tool both 

for the assessment of learning and for the development, explanation and acquisition of contents (87.5 %). Among the most 

characteristic examples are the use of Kahoot (Alharti, 2020; Wichadee and Pattanapichet, 2018); the development of 

role-playing or strategy games (Frost, Matta, and MacIvor 2015; Ferriz-Valero, Østerlie, García-Martínez, and 

García-Jaén 2020); the use of virtual reality (Su 2016); or the employment of specific learning apps and software such as 

Concept Review Bingo, Jeopardy Exam Review, Peer Wise or Minibool educational software (Bernik, Bubas, and 

Radosevic 2015; Chen and Chiu 2016; Chen et al. 2018; Frącz 2015; Jiménez-Hernández et al. 2020; Khaleel, Ashaari, 

and Wook 2019; Ortiz-Rojas et al. 2019; Pozo, López, Fuentes and López 2020). 

On the other hand, there are also studies that either do not use apps or digital media, or use them as a complementary 

element. Clear examples of this aspect are the research conducted by Standsbury and Earnest (2017), which uses a 

traditional role play; that of Dziob (2020a, 2020b), which applies a physical game board for knowledge reinforcement; 

and that of Segura-Robles, Fuentes-Cabrera, Parra-González and López-Belmonte (2020a), which uses a Scape Room 

design-based game. However, regardless of the type of gamification used in the studies, most of them are usually 

complemented with competitive dynamics (62.5 % of the total). These are characterised by the use of points, internal 

leagues, rankings, or competition tables, among other aspects. 

With regard to the duration of the interventions (gamification), there is variation between studies ranging from two weeks 

(Bernick et al. 2015) to one academic year (Chen et al., 2018; Standsbury and Earnest 2017). However, most studies 

comprise a maximum period of one month coinciding with the development of a particular unit (Frącz 2015; Ortiz-Rojas 

et al. 2019; Dziob 2020a, 2020b; Segura-Robles et al. 2020a; Ferriz-Valero et al. 2020; Pozo et al. 2020). There are also 

studies with a duration of one semester (Frost et al. 2015; Alharti, 2020; Jiménez-Hernández et al. 2020), and others with 

a length of two to three months (Chen and Chiu 2016; Su 2016; Wichadee and Pattanapichet 2018). 

In terms of the samples, two fundamental aspects are worth highlighting. Firstly, the clear predominance of samples made 
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up of students from the university stage (75%). Secondly, the wide variety of subjects involved in the studies. Among 

these, STEM subjects stand out (56.25%), followed by language teaching (18.75%), health-related subjects and PE 

(12.5%). 

In relation to the outcomes analysed, all studies examine either motivation (Segura-Robles et al. 2020a; Pozo et al. 2020; 

Stansbury and Earnest 2017; Ferriz-Valero et al. 2020), or performance (Chen and Chiu 2016; Bernick et al. 2015; Chen et 

al. 2018; Dziob 2020a, 2020b; Khaleel et al. 2019; Alharti 2020), or both (Frost et al. 2015; Wichadee and Pattanapichet 

2018; Ortiz-Rojas et al. 2019; Jiménez-Hernández et al. 2020; Su 2016; Frącz 2015). However, there is a small group of 

studies that also consider other outcomes such as the degree of effectiveness, participation, autonomy, satisfaction or the 

level and quality of interactions, among others.  

Finally, by way of summary, table 3 shows the relationship between the different characteristics of each of the studies 

selected for the meta-analysis. 

Table 3. Main characteristics of the studies analysed 

Study 
Educational 
Stage 

Subject N 
Methodological 
design 

Duration* 

Alharti (2020) University Languages 36 
R 
CG O1 – O2 

EG O1 X O2 
6 

Bernik et al. (2015) University STEM 55 
R 
CG O1 – O2 

EG O1 X O2 
0.5 

Chen et al. (2018) University Languages 80 
R 
CG O1 – O2 

EG O1 X O2 
6 

Chen and Chiu (2016) 
Elementary 
Education 

STEM 58 
R 
CG O1 – O2 

EG O1 X O2 
12 

Dziob (2020a) 
Secondary 
education 

STEM 73 
R 
CG – O2 

EG X O2 
1 

Dziob (2020b) 
Secondary 
education 

STEM 57 
R 
CG – O2 

EG X O2 
1 

Ferriz-Valero et al. (2020) University 
Physical 
Education (PE) 

127 
NE 
CG O1 – O2 

EG O1 X O2 
1 

Frącz (2015) University STEM 70 
R 
CG – O2 

EG X O2 
1 

Frost et al. (2015) University STEM 80 
CG – O2 

EG X O2 
6 

Jiménez-Hernández et al. (2020) University STEM 62 
R 
CG O1 – O2 

EG O1 X O2 
6 

Khaleel et al. (2019) University STEM 60 
CG O1 – O2 

EG O1 X O2 
Not 
mention 

Ortiz-Rojas et al. (2019) Universidad STEM 89 
CG O1 – O2 

EG O1 X O2 
1 

Pozo et al. (2020) 
Secondary 
education 

Languages 60 
CG – O2 

EG X O2 
1 

Segura-Robles et al. (2020a) 
Secondary 
education 

Physical 
Education (PE) 

64 
CG O1 – O2 

EG O1 X O2 
1 

Standsbury and Earnest (2017) University 
Health 
(Psychology) 

93 
R 
CG – O2 

EG X O2 
12 

Su (2016a) University 
Health 
(Nursing) 

68 
CG O1 – O2 

EG O1 X O2 
2 

Su (2016b) University 
Health 
(Nursing) 

68 
CG O1 – O2 

EG O1 X O2 
2 

Wichadee and Pattanapichet 
(2018) 

University Languages 77 
CG O1 – O2 

EG O1 X O2 
3 
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Note: *Duration in months; R = Randomisation; NE = Non-Equivalent Design; O1=Pre-test; O2=Post-test; CG = 

Control Group; EG = Experimental Group; X = Intervention. 

Correlation of each study with the analysed variables 

3.2 Meta-Analysis Results 

3.2.1 Gamification Effects on Learner Motivation (Meta-Analysis) 

In this section, the general effects of gamification on students' motivation are analysed. To this end, Figure 2 shows the 

results of the eleven studies (858 participants) included in the meta-analysis that measure this effect (Ferriz-Valero et al. 

2020; Frącz 2015; Frost et al. (2015); Jiménez-Hernández et al. 2020; Ortiz-Rojas et al. 2019; Pozo et al. 2020; 

Segura-Robles et al. 2020a; Standsbury and Earnest 2017; Su 2016a, b; Wichadee and Pattanapichet 2018). 

Overall, most studies show a significant effect (p < 0.05) in favour of EG (Su, 2016a, b; Standsbury and Earnest, 2017; 

Wichadee and Pattanapichet, 2018; Ortiz-Rojas et al., 2019; Jiménez-Hernández et al., 2020; Pozo et al., 2020; 

Segura-Robles et al., 2020a). The diamond image to the right of the no effect line confirms that the difference between 

groups is statistically significant (p < 0.05), confirming, a priori, that gamification exerts a positive effect on motivation. 

In fact, the overall effect estimate of the investigations considered verifies this difference between the EG (n = 437) and 

the CG (n = 421) (SMD = 0.51; 95% CI [0.29, 0.73]; p < 0.00001), showing an oscillation of the effects between .02 

and 1.37. The meta-analysis reported a medium heterogeneous pooled result (p=0.006, I2= 59%) in accordance with 

Cohen (1988) and Hattie (2015) principles. This shows that there are moderate inconsistencies between studies due to 

possible differences in samples, experimental conditions or even in the measures used. However, heterogeneity could be 

resolved by performing sensitivity of analysis (p=0.45, I2= 0%), with the exclusion of two studies (Ferriz-Valero et al., 

2020; Segura-Robles et al., 2020a), after which the overall effect estimate would still show a statistically significant 

difference (SMD=0.49; 95% CI [0.33, 0.64]; p < 0.00001). Therefore, this analysis determines that Ferriz-Valero et al. 

(2020) and Segura-Robles et al. (2020a) cause moderate heterogeneity among the studies analysed in the meta-analysis. 

 

Figure 2. Forest plot with all the results (A) 

Figure 3. Forest plot after sensitivity analysis (B) 

Regarding publication bias, Figure 3 shows the distribution of interventions according to the significance of the effect 

and precision of the studies on student motivation. The funnel plot shows the size (Y-axis) and effect (X-axis) of the 

studies included in this meta-analysis. The distribution of the studies shows a majority clustering in the middle part of 
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the Y-axis, therefore, the interventions included in this quantitative analysis are of moderate precision. Additionally, the 

distribution of studies in terms of effect size reflects symmetry on the X-axis, with only one study falling outside the 

parameters of the clustering of research, possibly due to the presence of heterogeneity. On the other hand, the funnel 

plot shows the presence of a larger number of publications with smaller effect size results located on the right side of 

the effect line. Therefore, fewer studies show statistically favourable results, which could mean that there is no 

publication bias in the research on the effect of gamification on student motivation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Funnel Plot on the distribution of the analysed gamification studies and their impact on motivation 

3.2.2 Effects of Gamification on Student Performance (Meta-Analysis) 

This section shows the effects that gamification can have on student performance. To this end, Figure 5 shows the 

results of the fourteen studies (933 participants) included in the meta-analysis that measure this variable (Bernik et al. 

2015; Frącz 2015; Frost et al 2015; Su 2016a, b; Chen and Chiu 2016; Chen et al. 2018; Wichadee and Pattanapichet 

2018; Ortiz-Rojas et al. 2019; Khaleel et al. 2019; Dziob 2020a, b; Alharti 2020; Jiménez-Hernández et al. 2020). 

The forest plot shows that the overall effect estimate of the results verifies that EG produces a significant effect (n = 482) 

with respect to the CG (n = 451) (SMD = 0.89; 95% CI [0.45, 1.32]; p < 0.0001), showing an oscillation of the effects 

between -.53 and 3.91. Regarding heterogeneity, the meta-analysis reported large heterogeneous pooled results (p < 

0.00001, I2= 90%) according to the principle of Cohen (1988) and Hattie (2015). To resolve the high degree of 

heterogeneity, a random effect and sensitivity analysis was applied, however, the heterogeneity could not be solved. 

This shows that there is substantial inconsistency between studies due to possible differences in samples, experimental 

conditions and, above all, the use of different measurement instruments for the variables. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Forest plot of gamification publications analysing the impact on students' academic performance 

Regarding publication bias, Figure 6 shows a heterogeneous distribution of studies and, in this case, concentrated on the 

left side of the central axis. This shows the existence of a larger number of studies with favourable results for 
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gamification. Furthermore, the dispersion of several studies on the right side of the no effect line shows an asymmetric 

distribution in terms of effect size (X-axis) and precision (Y-axis) of the studies, which could be caused by the existence 

of high heterogeneity among the investigations. Therefore, these characteristics indicate a possible existence of 

publication bias in research on the effect of gamification on student achievement. However, as mentioned above, it 

should be noted that the high heterogeneity (p < 0.00001, I2= 90%) could be the cause of this asymmetric distribution of 

studies, and therefore the existence of a false positive publication bias. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Funnel Plot on the distribution of the analysed gamification studies and their impact on performance 

4. Discussion  

The aim of this meta-analysis was to investigate the effects of gamification on motivation and academic performance in 

educational context. A total of 16 intervention studies carried out between January 2010 and the end of January 2022 

met the inclusion criteria. The majority of selected studies were from 2015 to 2020. The last year this area increased 

remarkably, with 6 research (37,5% of the total). The samples were mostly formed by students from university 

programs (75%). Moreover, the areas involved in the studies were STEM (56.25%), foreign language (18.75%), and 

subjects associated with health and PE (12.5%). In general, the interventions are based on apps or digital means as main 

instrument to perform the gamification. For example, the use of Kahoot, role-playing or strategy games, or specific 

learning apps and software (Classcraft®). In addition, other proposals use traditional role play or Scape Room designs. 

Independently of the type of gamification, most of them are usually accompanied by competitive dynamics (62.5% of 

the total). The duration was from 2 weeks to 1 academic year, although the most of studies use a period of 1 month 

(coinciding with 1 teaching unit). General findings show that gamification positively effect on motivation and academic 

performance in educational context. It is suggested to use this kind of active methodology to potentiate a good 

atmosphere and learning during the learning-teaching process.  

Our results show that gamification can positively affect motivation and academic performance in educational context, 

mostly in university. So far, not conclusive meta-analysis on the effects of gamification in motivational or academic 

variables together had yet been provided (Sailer and Homner 2020). Dicheva, Dichev, Agre and Angelova (2015) 

conducted a review of 34 empirical studies published between 2010 - 2014.  Their findings revealed that most of the 

interventions (n=18) showed positive effects of gamification on various cognitive, motivational and behavioural 

variables. Two years later, Dicheva and Dichev published another literature review, and identified 51 additional studies, 

where 12 interventions reported positive results and three negative results. It can be seen that most of the analysed 

studies were inconclusive (n = 26) (Dichev and Dicheva 2017). In line with this, reviews such as Seaborn and Fels 

(2015), or Hamari et al. (2014), found mixed results in studies published between the time period 2008- 2013. These 

findings are in line with those found in the present study, which highlights a moderate inconsistency and precision 

between studies. This could be due to gamification contexts or methodology, differences regarding to samples, the 

experimental conditions or even the measures used or the confounding variables (Ferriz-Valero et al. 2020; 

Segura-Robles et al. 2020a).  

The present meta-analysis found that the kind of outstanding intervention is based on apps or digital means as main 
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instrument to carry out the gamification, for the evaluation of learning as well as for the development, explanation and 

acquisition of contents (87.5%). For example, the use of Kahoot (Alharti, 2020; Wichadee and Pattanapichet 2018), the 

development of role-playing or strategy games (Frost et al. 2015; Ferriz-Valero et al. 2020), the use of virtual reality (Su 

2016) or the use of specific learning apps and software (Bernik et al. 2015; Chen and Chiu 2016; Chen et al. 2018; 

Frącz 2015; Jiménez-Hernández et al. 2020; Khaleel et al. 2019; Ortiz-Rojas et al. 2019; Pozo et al. 2020). Studies are 

also observed in which either no applications or digital media are used, or they are used as a complementary element. 

For instance, Standsbury and Earnest (2017) used a traditional role play, Dziob (2020) a physical game board for 

knowledge reinforcement, and Segura-Robles et al. (2020a), which employed a design of Scape Room. The most of 

studies are accompanied by competitive dynamics (62.5% of the total). These are characterized by the use of points, 

internal leagues, rankings, or competition tables. All these components engage participants, motivates action and 

promotes learning, with its subsequent effect on the academic performance (Sailer and Homner 2020).  

4.1 Gamification and Motivation 

Even though some studies provided different results and have not shown an increase in student motivation after a 

gamified programme (Domínguez et al. 2013; Hanus and Fox 2015; Joo, Johnsen, and Ball 2019), the findings of this 

meta-analysis show that gamification enhances motivation in educational context (Su 2016a, b; Standsbury and Earnest 

2017; Wichadee and Pattanapichet 2018; Ortiz-Rojas et al. 2019; Jiménez-Hernández et al. 2020; Pozo et al. 2020; 

Segura-Robles et al. 2020a), above all in university. In this line, Charles et al. (2011) found that university students 

enjoyed more the gamified experience. Similarly, Bellotti et al. (2013) reported higher engagement, interest and 

commitment among participants. Gamification could positively affect the four psychological needs from 

self-determination theory (Ryan and Deci 2002). Among them, novelty can be an important component of a gamified 

intervention in the short and long term, through fostering the interest for the activities (González-Cutre et al. 2016) and 

maintain the intrinsic motivation (Fernández-Río et al. 2020), in favour of learning and academic performance (Ryan 

and Deci 2002). This motivational effect of novelty could be due to the continuous use of tasks that involved active 

student participation and learning (Lim, Carpio, and Ong 2019). A study also added that effects of competition together 

with collaboration during gamification, might affect to motivational outcomes (Sailer and Homner 2020). Gamification 

increases the enjoyment, friendship and learning (Fernández-Río et al. 2020). All this produces a sense of well-being, 

happiness and positive emotions associated with the achievement of challenges, and engagement due to the attraction 

felt by the proposed dynamics (Hamari et al. 2014). Therefore, the combination of the components of the active 

gamification methodology, together with the novelty, the feedback, and the climate of progressive goal attainment 

promoted intrinsic motivation to a greater extent than extrinsic motivation, which is usually more ephemeral and 

dependent on those external factors outside the participant (Fernández-Río et al. 2020).  

In this regard, several studies indicated that challenging tasks, narratives, and tangible rewards, are considered key 

variables in the gamified interventions to promote students’ intrinsic motivation (Dichev and Dicheva 2017; Werbach 

and Hunter 2012). Pérez-López, Rivera-García, and Trigueros-Cervantes (2019), carried out a proposal based on the TV 

Show “Game of Thrones” at the university context. The study concluded that gamification as a methodological strategy 

increases student’s motivation, which leads to higher involvement in learning. One year later, Fernández-Río et al. 

(2020), found that students’ intrinsic motivation significantly improved with extrinsic rewards as points or badges 

during “MarvPE”, a gamification based on the Marvel universe of super heroes (15 weeks, 2 sessions per week/50 min 

each), and they justified it according the self-determination theory of motivation. These authors indicate that the 

students enjoyed the experience and showed feelings like happiness and excitement, because of the novel pedagogical 

approach, where the narrative is a key motivating aspect. Perhaps, the dynamics with varied and playful tasks allowed a 

positive perception of the participants. For example, many teenagers may be working on content or carrying out an 

exercise related with Ironman while they are thinking that are involved in a competition to obtain a badge related to the 

dynamic. Other interesting gamified proposal could be the “$ in TIME” project using a mobile app (Mora-Gonzalez, 

Pérez-López, and Delgado-Fernández, 2020), “The Matrix rEFvolution Program” (Mora-Gonzalez, Pérez-López, 

Esteban-Cornejo, and Delgado-Fernández 2020) or “The Seneb's Enigma”, an educational hybrid program based on 

gamification and teaching personal and social responsibility strategies, with a double history and health objective 

(Melero-Cañas et al. 2021). However, teachers sometimes showed concern for the workload of this new pedagogical 

approach (Fernández-Río et al. 2020). In summary, this meta-analysis shows that the experimental groups enrolled in 

gamification programmes had more motivation and enjoyed the learning process more, and provides important 

information to determine the positive effect of gamification on motivation, bearing in mind that more studies are still 

needed to determine the most appropriate stimuli to obtain the best benefits. The motivational power of gamification has 

become an especially promising method for instructional contexts (Sailer and Homner 2020). If motivation grows, 

learning becomes meaningful (Melero-Cañas et al. 2021). 
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4.2 Gamification and Academic Performance 

The features and component of gamification are key to raise the motivation and, consequently, the academic 

performance (Sailer and Homner 2020). In this concern, studies analysing the effect of gamification in academic 

performance have shown clear benefits (Bernik et al. 2015; Frącz 2015; Frost et al. 2015; Su 2016a, b; Chen and Chiu 

2016; Chen et al. 2018; Wichadee and Pattanapichet 2018; Ortiz-Rojas et al. 2019; Khaleel et al. 2019; Dziob 2020a, b; 

Alharti 2020; Jiménez-Hernández et al. 2020). However, the meta-analysis estimated a substantial inconsistency 

between studies for the differences in samples, the experimental conditions or, above all, due to the variability in the 

programs and variables used. The results also show a high heterogeneity in the effect of gamification on academic 

performance, indicating possible bias in the findings in the funnel plot.  

Recent experimental studies show that gamification increases student achievement (Huang, Hew, and Lo 2018; Marín, 

Frez, Cruz-Lemus, and Genero 2018). A recent meta-analysis conducted by Yıldırım, and Şen (2020), studied the size of 

educational gamification and its effect on academic performance covering 45 experimental studies composed of 3487 

students from different countries. The heterogeneity of the effect values obtained promoted the use of the random 

effects model and the mean value of the effect size was 0.557. Hedges' omega-squared value was 0.072. This score 

indicates that gamification has a positive effect of 7.2% on academic performance. Along these lines, Hamari et al. 

(2014) examined the results of experimental studies on gamification as a review and presented results showing the 

positive effects of gamification. Majuri, Koivisto, and Hamari (2018) reviewed experimental studies on gamification 

and described that the substantial majority of investigation reports positive learning outcomes. In this regard, 

Ferriz-Valero et al. (2020), suggest that gamified application is favourable for academic performance at the university 

stage, although intrinsic motivation does not change. The use of Classcraft® as a software for gamified educational 

intervention allows intervention and control groups to receive just the same content with the same methodology 

(grouping, design of activities, or feedback). Charles et al. (2011) found that university students learned more with the 

gamified experience and improved their academic performance. Domínguez et al. (2013) showed an increase in 

academic performance, but the students performed poorly on written tasks and were less engaged in class. In a similar 

way, other gamified programmes showed that participants showed lower satisfaction and final academic performance 

(De Marcos et al. 2014; Hanus and Fox 2015). Therefore, the results demonstrate that perhaps performance depends on 

the variety of assessment instruments and may be affected by other confounding variables. More research is needed to 

evaluate the impact of gamification on student motivation and academic performance on larger sample sizes, unifying 

the programs’ criteria, using clear procedures and employing common validated instruments of measure. 

5. Limitations and Strengths 

This meta-analysis shows inaccuracy in some gamification programmes as the main weakness. Gamification 

applications and instruments of evaluation can be very diverse. Some studies do not describe in depth the type of 

gamification that was used, duration nor internal organisation. Also, some studies do not take into account contextual 

and situational factors nor other variables undertaken by students during their daily habits, which may bias the results. 

These moderating factors could be important to explain the conceptual heterogeneity in gamification. In this regard, it 

would be interesting to included contextual, situational, and methodological moderators in future proposal. These 

limitations difficult to know the most effective gamified programme. In spite of the above, it is the first time that a 

meta-analysis classifies and analyse the effects of gamification on motivation and academic performance across the 

educational stages (from primary school to university). The scope of this work was limited to intervention studies and 

we have provided educational implications on the use of gamification within educational context, to improve student’s 

motivation and academic performance. 

6. Conclusions and Educational Implications to Use Gamification Within Educational Context 

This meta-analysis has shown that active strategies based on gamification have a high potential that was previously 

unrecognised. To incorporate the active methodology of gamification, consisting of dynamics (progressive and striking 

narrative), mechanics (challenges, cooperation, competition, rewards or continuous feedback) and components (avatars, 

points, badges or levels), increase the motivation for the learning process and academic performance in the educational 

context. For this reason, we consider that one of the main educational implications of this study should be the increased 

use of gamification programmes in schools. In this sense, encouraging educational legislation to introduce these 

methodologies in the classroom would be a great step forward. Gamification could be used such as guiding thread 

within the teaching planning and teaching units. Teachers who are not specialists in this active methodology should be 

instructed to incorporate all the mechanism and the correct structure in their subjects. One recommendation is to use the 

technology and active learning through the gamification proposals.  

There is a need for more scientific production oriented towards the analysis of the duration, frequency and type of 

stimuli suitable for structuring gamified programmes in the school context. Furthermore, little is known about possible 
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age and sex differences in the effects of gamification, so these outcomes should be considered with caution. It would 

also be necessary to clarify the possible impact of non-analysed confounders such as daily study hours or 

socioeconomic level. Finally, it is suggested to depth in the possible effects of gamification on other potential variables 

such as educational values, emotional intelligence, executive functions, creativity or key competences.  
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